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Introduction:

The  Acholi  Religious  Leaders  Peace  Initiative  (ARLPI)  as  an  implementing  partner  of 
SPRING/USAID  has  recently  begun  to  implement  a  pilot  project  entitled,  “Land  Stakeholders 
Collaboration  Project”,  in  the  Sub-County  of  Lalogi  to  help  strengthen  land  conflict  mitigation 
strategies in the respective areas. 

To do so, ARLPI has undergone baseline research to determine the unique and complex needs of the 
communities  the  project  desires  to  serve.  The  following  is  a  summary of  the  data  acquired  after 
multiple interviews and focus group discussions with both community members and leaders throughout 
Lalogi.

Methodology:

A set of semi-structured questions were developed for community members and community leaders 
who are involved in handling land matters which covered a range of topics related to land matters.

Focus group discussions took place in the 4 parishes of Lokwii, Gem, Idobo & Parwec which consisted 
of   women leaders, youth leaders, Local Council I (LCI), elders, and opinion leaders. In total,  35 
individuals consisting of 6 women, 4 youth and 25 men participated.

Seven separate key informant interviews were conducted with community leaders including the Local 
Council III (LCIII), Local Council II (LCII), Area Land Committee (ALC), Sub-County Court (SCC), 
Cultural Leaders, and the Police. 

Interviews and focus group discussions were all conducted in Acholi (Luo) except that of the police and 
the LCIII. The data was then coded and analyzed to produce the following report.

Focus Group Discussions in Idobo Parish (left) and Parwec Parish (right)



Background:

Part of the greater Acholiland, the sub-county of Lalogi is located in Gulu district and consists of the 
parishes of Idobo, Gem, Jaka, Parwec and Lukwir. 

The  population  of  Lalogi  is  primarily  Acholi  however  a  minority  from other  tribes  exist  through 
intermarriage. As Lalogi borders the Langi district of Oyam, a small amount of Langi also reside in 
Lalogi.

Traditionally the Acholi have been agro-pastorialists however during the war, virtually all livestock 
were  depleted  making  people  solely  dependent  on  agriculture  for  their  livelihood.  While  some 
individuals have begun to engage in business at the town centre, those that do so are a minority. As a 
result, land is considered the most valuable resource for survival and is heavily guarded. 

The custodians of the Acholi culture are the Rwodi (cultural leaders), with each clan being represented 
by their own leaders as well as a group of elders. In the past, these leaders were responsible to oversea 
all activities at the clan level including the distribution and management of land. However decades of 
camp  life  eroded  their  authority  and  the  cultural  leaders  struggle  to  maintain  control  over  the 
population  especially in  the  face  of  political  structures.  That  being  said,  the  population  of  Lalogi 
repeatedly expressed their appreciation and respect for the cultural leaders. 



LRA Conflict:

Lalogi has been significantly affected by the war between the LRA and the Government of Uganda 
with  almost  it's  entire  population  having  been  internally  displaced  and  subjected  to  the  horrific 
conditions found in the Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) camps. Having been subjected to cramped 
and unsanitary conditions, many died from disease while the rest were robbed of their dignity and fully 
dependent on the meager humanitarian aid provided by various NGO's and humanitarian organisations.

However, after almost 3 years of relative peace in northern Uganda, the majority of the population has 
begun the process of moving to their original homesteads. That being said, Lalogi still has the highest 
population in the district of Gulu that has not returned home with an estimate of 4000 still in camps for 
the internally displaced. Those still  in the camps generally consist mainly of Extremely Vulnerable 
Individuals (EVI's) such as the elderly, disabled, and child headed households who remain due to the 
lack of social services in the return sites, or having been rejected by their family/clan. According to Mr 
Jack Byaruhanga of the Prime Minister's Office in Gulu, those who remain have “either not made up 
their minds, or are experiencing land related issues.”

Land in Lalogi:

The primary land tenure system in Lalogi is 'ngom kwaro' (customary land) which is land that is both 
communally owned and used for various purposes by an entire clan. Traditionally in Acholi, customary 
land  is  communally  used  for  hunting,  grazing,  cultivation,  and  settlement.  That  being  said,  the 
community and it's leaders failed to give a comprehensive definition of customary land.

Land titles/certificates are rare and some community members feel as though land titles is a ploy by the 
central government to engage in land grabbing. This fear came as a result of community consultations 
done  during  the  revision  of  the  'Uganda  Land  Act'  when  a  Member  of  Parliament  warned  the 
community that the government was planning to take Acholi land by force. 

In the town centre, the community and it's leaders also identified leasehold and freehold land to be 
present. That being said, there was general disagreement and responses significantly differed depending 
on who one asks. Of particular surprise was the inability of many leaders to identify the correct process 
of obtaining land tiles/certificates. This suggests that understanding of the different types of land tenure 
systems and procedures still remains inadequate, even among the leaders. 

Lastly, forest reserve was identified as being present in Lalogi.

Focus Group Discussion in Gem Parish



Land Rights of Women & Children:

Traditionally in Acholi,  women have rights to land only through men; either paternally or through 
marriage. However, once a women is married and bride price paid, a women no longer has a right to 
her paternal land but instead may inherit her husbands land. Children also have a right to a portion of 
their paternal land.

While the Constitution of Uganda and Acholi customary law does in fact give women and children 
rights to land, in practice such rights are often denied. Widows are sometimes chased away by the clan 
while orphans are often denied their right to inheritance. That being said, when community officials 
inform the community about such rights, generally people listen and restore to the individuals what is 
rightfully theirs.  

Women Participants in Focus Group Discussions

Land Conflict in Lalogi: 

As the majority of the population in Lalogi have either moved to their original homesteads or are in the 
process of doing so, conflict over land has become a contentious issue which has threatened the relative 
peace.  While  the  majority  of  community  members  condemn  land  conflict,  leaders  stated  that 
approximately 25% of the population is inciting land conflict which is affecting the entire community. 
Last year alone, an estimated 78 land conflicts were formally handled by the government structures 
while many more were handled informally. 

Numerous land conflicts were reported to have occurred to between various clans, mostly as a result of 
border issues. This includes: Gem and Pachua, Idobo and Kal Odoko Taya, Palaro and Lukwor, Labwo 
and Koro, Pachua and Gem, and  Palora and Lukal. Another conflict was identified to be both over 
tribal differences and a dispute over the forest between the clans of Paicho & Lalogi. Lastly, conflicts 
between the Acholi and Langi were also identified to be an issue when it comes to land matters. 

Causes of Land Conflict:

After decades of not being able to access land due to displacement, boundary markers have become 



unidentifiable by community members returning home. To make matters worse, many elders who once 
knew the demarcations have died making many rely solely on clouded memories. 

This is particularly troubling as the value placed on land has increased significantly and considered the 
only  available  resource  for  survival.  Being  seen  as  the  only  resource.  That  combined  with  the 
significant  increase in  the population during life  in  the camps has made the amount  of land once 
possessed by clans inadequate for the amount of dependents. As a result, some individuals have begun 
to chase away those from other clans who were once welcomed to share the land and at times have 
even chased away their own relatives, especially in the case of women and orphans. 

Greed has also played a significant role in land conflict in Lalogi as many individuals have either tried 
to sell parts of the customary land for monetary gain while the 'rich' are taking the land of peasants 
through corruption for economic and commercial purposes.

Other causes of land conflict include tribal differences, ignorance of land laws by the community, poor 
interpretation of land laws by local leaders, and political interference. 

Community Response To Land Conflict:

Generally, community members who encounter land conflict first dialogue with each other expressing 
their concern. At times, this can lead to the use of abusive words, issuing of threats, and at times the use 
of spears and bows and arrows. 

One particularly troubling incident over land bordering Lalogi and Odek occurred last year when one 
individual was killed by a clan in Odek. In response, community members from Lalogi burned down 
122 huts of the clan in Odek.

Many first request the help of the cultural leaders/elders to help determine the boundaries, while others 
report the matter to the LCII. Both structures are often requested to mediate however if mediation fails, 
the conflicting parties opt for the Local Council Court.

Store Room Burnt and Spear Wounds as a result of Odek/Lalogi Land Conflict



Structures Handling Land Matters:

In Lamogi, numerous structures are working to resolve land conflicts in one way or another including 
the elders (Luditu apoka, luditu kaka), Cultural Leaders (Rwot Moo, Rwodi Kweri), Local Council 
(LCI,  LCII,  LCIII),  Area  Land  Committee  (ALC),  Sub-County  Court  (SCC),  and  Local  Opinion 
Leaders.  No women,  youth  leaders,  or  religious  leaders  were identified to  be directly involved in 
handling land matters however the community expressed the need to involve them.

While the formal government structures such as the LC's, SCC, and the ALC all reported to have had 
some training  on land issues  by both Human Rights  Focus  and the Local  Council  V, the training 
appears to have been limited to human rights and on court  proceedings.  As a result,  these leaders 
appear to have little knowledge in alternative dispute resolution and have inadequate information on 
land laws which was highlighted by the community.

The informal structures handling land matters such as the cultural leaders and the opinion leaders while 
being the most respected both by the community appear to have had the least capacity building in 
handling land matters. Regardless, cultural leaders have been identified as the most favored structure 
by both other structures and the community and are often the first to handle land issues as they do not 
demand money for their services.

The Local Council, particularly the LCII's, were identified by many as failing to be bi-partisan and 
prone to corruption while the Sub-County Court in Lalogi has been dismantled by the government due 
to abuse of office and corruption. Due to such widespread complaints of corruption, demands by the 
community are regularly made to the LCIII  to accompany individuals to the different structures to 
ensure that they receive fair treatment. 

Roles and Procedures of Land Mitigation Structures:

The diverse responses of both community leaders and members regarding the roles and procedures 
used to handle land conflict indicate that there is no clear  or consistent ways in which land matters are 
handled in Lalogi. That being said, below is a summary of the most common responses.

Cultural Leaders/Elders:
The primary role of cultural leaders/elders in Lalogi is to advise, mediate and identify land boundaries. 
When the conflicting parties fail to compromise, they are then referred to government institutions like 
the LCII court.

Key Informant Interview With Cultural Leader in Parwec Parish



Local Council I:
While LCI's do not directly deal with land matters, they are often approached by the community for 
help. At times they participate in mediation however have never been involved in court procedures. 
Often they refer conflicting parties to elders and if they are unsatisfied, the LCII. 

Local Council II:
The LCII first attempts to engage the parties in mediation which ends in the signing of the agreement. 
If  a  solution  is  not  found,  they  refer  them to  the  Magistrate  Court.  The  LCII  also  sensitizes  the 
community on land matters and the LCII Court also engages in the physical measuring of the disputed 
land.

Key Informant Interview with LCII in Lokwii Parish

Local Council III:
The LCIII is not mandated to deal with land matters but talks and counsels community members who 
approach them with a land complaint. They refer them to the elders however if violence has occurred, 
they go straight to inform the police. 

Sub-County Court:
The SCC handles land matters through court procedures. They do not take part in mediations and do 
not  involve other  people as they are  an independent  body.  That  being said,  the SCC is  no longer 
operational in Lalogi.  

Area Land Committee:
While the primary role of the ALC is to help the community process requests for land titles/certificates, 
they are also involved in mediation when requested.
 

Key Informant Interview With ALC in Parwec Parish



Police:
The police are not mandated to handle land matters however when the situation becomes criminal they 
investigate the situation and write a letter to the LCII who then informs the LCIII. For the police to take 
action, permission must be granted by the LCIII. Community Relations Officers have also participated 
in community sensitizations on land matters in the past.

Challenges and Potential Ways Forward:

The structures indicated a lot of challenges which have greatly hindered the successful resolution of 
land matters. 

Of particular  concern is  the far  distance between the different  sites of land conflict.  All  structures 
mentioned a lack of adequate transport which delays their responses and prevents them at times from 
being  able  to  visit  the  contested  land.  It  was  suggested  that  transport  in  the  form of  bicycles  or 
motorcycles should be provided to meet this need. 

The interference of other leaders was also seen as a challenge including the influencing of decisions 
and corruption. It was proposed that leaders need to be further trained on their roles and limitations and 
to find ways to support each other rather for the ease of their workloads. 

LCII's  also  complained  of  threats  from  community  members  who  were  not  satisfied  with  their 
decisions with the LCII of Lokwii reporting that his home was set ablaze last year by complainants.

A lack of knowledge on land matters by both the community and the leaders, failure of conflicting 
parties to attend meetings, lack of respect for leaders, and lack or resources such as stationary and legal 
documents pertaining to land were all cited as additional challenges to resolving land matters. 

All participants mentioned that the primary way in which they learn about land issues is through the 
radio. This is problematic as many can not afford radio and/or batteries and others do not listen to the 
radio  until  night  when  most  programming  is  over.  It  was  therefore  requested  that  community 
sensitizations to be done on general land laws, the roles and procedures of the various structures, and to 
provide documents written in Acholi (Luo) to help address the ignorance of the community on land 
matters. 

“Tree Classroom”: Awal Kok P7 School in Lokwii is Embattled in a Land Conflict Preventing the Building of 
Classrooms


